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Dynamial Windings of Random Walks
and Exlusion Models.
Part I: Thermodynami Limit
Guy Fayolle Cyril Furtlehner
Abstrat
We onsider a system onsisting of a planar random walk on a square lattie, sub-
mitted to stohasti elementary loal deformations. Both numerial and theoretial
results are reported. Depending on the deformation transition rates, and speially
on a parameter η whih breaks the symmetry between the left and right orientation,
the winding distribution of the walk is modied, and the system an be in three
dierent phases: folded, strethed and glassy. An expliit mapping is found, leading
to onsider the system as a oupling of two exlusion proesses: partiles of the rst
one move in a landsape dened by partiles of the seond one, and vie-versa. This
an be viewed as an inhomogeneous exlusion proess. For all losed or periodi
initial sample paths, a onvenient saling permits to show a onvergene in law (or
almost surely on a modied probability spae) to a ontinuous urve, the equation
of whih is given by a system of two non linear stohasti dierential equations.
The deterministi part of this system is expliitly analyzed via ellipti funtions. In
a similar way, by using a formal uid limit approah, the dynamis of the system
is shown to be equivalent to a system of two oupled Burgers' equations.
1 Introdution
Random walks are fundamental objets arising in probability. Also they are of
primary importane in various elds of physis, espeially with regard to polymers
[1, 2℄ and biology. For instane, planar random walks an be used as a representation
of DNA oding, sine the sequene of the four dierent kinds of odons (A,G) for
purines and (T,C) for pyrimidines an be onsidered as a random walk on a square
lattie: as a rule, (G,C) ode the upward and downward jumps, whereas (A,T) ode
the left and right steps [6, 8℄. It seems therefore interesting to onsider random
geometrial objets as omplex systems, and to submit them to some dynamial
priniples, the goal being to develop methods and tools whih hopefully might be
used to takle more realisti models.
In this ontext we will analyze the evolution of an arbitrary sample path CN of
length N , generated by a simple random walk in the square lattie Z2, and subjet
to loal transformations. This stohasti objet has a rih struture, plays an
1
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important role in probability theory and lends itself to suiently wide but non
trivial results.
At time t = 0, CN is given, and we assume it has been uniformly generated. This
means preisely that eah suessive jump (up, down, left and right) building CN
is seleted with the same probability 1/4. Eventually CN an be onstrained to
be losed or to have xed extremities. One the initial onguration is dened,
the system evolves aording to the four loal pattern transformations depited
in Figure 1.1. Only a single point of the walk an be moved at a time, with the
onstraint that no link be broken (i.e. the walk remains always onneted).
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Fig. 1.1: Pattern transition rates.
Geometrially, these patterns an be expressed as

left bend M1, right bend M3,
vertial or horizontal fold M2,
straight (→→) M4,
and the following loal distortions an our:

M1→M3, with rate λ+,
M3→M1, with rate λ−,
rotation of M2 of angle± π2 , with rate γ±.
Hene we have dened a global Markovian ontinuous time evolution of the system,
with exponentially distributed jump times, the state spae of the underlying Markov
hain being the set of 4N sample paths (or urves) CN introdued above.
This model is somehow a kind of disrete analogue of the Rouse hain [11℄, whih is a
popular model for polymer dynamis. There, eah point of the hain is harmonially
bound to its nearest neighbor, and move randomly in spae. Some interesting
statements an be made onerning the winding properties of suh hains in 2d
[12℄. In this respet, from a probabilisti point of view, we keep in mind that
winding variables are for Brownian urves, and they give rise to striking limit laws
under onvenient salings (see e.g. [3, 4, 5℄).
3The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the basi numerial and qual-
itative results, whih rely on ad ho disrete event simulation experiments together
with a onvenient graphial interfae. In setion 3, we propose several possible ways
of oding the system with the related probabilisti desriptions (this setion an be
only glaned at without too muh damage). The last part of the paper (setion 4)
ontains the main quantitative results: relationships to exlusions models, saling
and thermodynamial limit, utuation analysis via theorems of entral limit type.
2 Numerial experiments
2.1 Observations
We shall begin our study with several basi numerial observations. The model is
purely stohasti and hene well-suited for Monte-Carlo simulations. These have
been performed with the help of a graphial interfae shown in Figure 2.2, whih
failitates the exploration of the relevant parameter range, together with the display
of the main regimes and phases of the system.
Fig. 2.2: Platform for numerial experiments.
Several parameters have to be tuned: the number of steps N ; the relative position
of the extremities of the walk (Dx, Dy); the boundary onditions, whih either an
be dened to let the end points move independently, or an be xed or to tied
by some periodi boundary onditions; nally, the time onstants assoiated with
the elementary transformations, τ1 with γ, τ2 and τ3 with λ
+
and λ−. Any walk
fullling these onditions is randomly generated at time t = 0 and then evolves
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stohastially, with a movement depending on the rates and boundary onditions
given above. After eah new event, time is inremented by an amount inversely
proportional to the number of all possible moves weighted by their respetive rates.
Interesting things happen when we break the hiral symmetry by imposing a de-
(a) (b)
() (d)
Fig. 2.3: Piture of a random walk of N = 5000 steps, showing the phases of
the system for several values of η. Eah olored segment represents
1000 steps. (a) η = 0 (the basi sale). (b) η = 5 (sale=1). ()
η = 12.5 (sale = 1/6). (d) η = 250 (sale = 1/2).
tuning between λ+ and λ−, in a proportion of order
η = N
λ+ − λ−
λ+ + λ−
. (2.1)
For losed walks, four dierent situations an roughly be observed (see Figure 2.3).
(a) η . 1. The initial onguration belongs to the equilibrium set of typial
ongurations, only utuations are altered by the nite value of η.
(b) 1 . η . 6. The system reahes an equilibrium whih still orresponds to a
random walk, the fratal dimension remaining equal to two, but a maro-
sopi irular drift is observed, yielding a sort of smoking ring.
2.2 Brownian windings 5
() 6 . η . 50. The smoking ring gets strethed, and the elementary links
beomes aligned over long distane. Fratal dimension shrinks to one, with
the apparition of a long range order. Rotational invariane is broken.
(d) η & 50. The system is not able to reah its equilibrium. This typial on-
guration (out of equilibrium) exhibits an intriate hierarhial struture of
bubbles. Smaller bubbles get evaporated into bigger bubbles. Time onstants
assoiated to these mehanisms grow exponentially with the size of the bub-
bles. Therefore, the nal onguration orresponding to one bubble is never
reahed in the thermodynami limit. We will refer to this non-equilibrium
phase as a glassy phase.
2.2 Brownian windings
Some marosopi random variables of interest an be onstruted in order to be
able to follow numerially the evolution of the system. First of all the total number
of patterns M1,M2,M3,M4 is a set a variables whih an be used to distinguish
between a folded and a strethed phase of the system. All these number are expeted
to be fairly distributed in the folded phase although in the strethed phase we expet
the pattern M4 to be in majority. In order to express mathematially the urling
of the system, we onsider variables related to the winding properties of planar
Brownian urves, whih are dened as follows: with eah point in the plane is
assoiated its winding angle θ, sanned by the random walker around this point. A
−1
0
0
1
1
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2.4: Winding setors dened for a losed random walk (a). Color gra-
dient representing setors for a walk of N = 106 steps: in red and
blue, respetively, positive and negative winding setors; in green,
the null setor (b).
limit law for this variable has been derived by Spitzer for Brownian urves. Atually,
assuming the length of the urve is set to 2ℓ = Na2 when N → ∞ and a → 0 in
the Brownian limit, the winding angle θ(ℓ) of an arbitrary point has the asymptoti
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probability [3℄
lim
ℓ→∞
P
(
θ(ℓ) =
α log ℓ
2
)
=
1
π
1
1 + α2
.
For a losed walk, the value taken by θ are limited to 2nπ, where n ∈ Z represents
the winding number assoiated with the point under onsideration.
For eah n, the set of points with the same winding number n form a winding
setor, whose arithmeti area is a random variable denoted by Sn(ℓ). Under the
(a) (b)
() (d)
Fig. 2.5: Evolution of the total algebrai area (a,b,). First transition with
ondensation in the rst winding setor (a) N = 1000 steps. Un-
folding transition with metastable states for N = 2000 steps (b).
Curves () and (d), drawn in a logarithmi sale for N = 106, rep-
resent respetively the slow dynamis and the distribution of the
Sn's.
above mentioned Brownian limit for losed urves of length ℓ, we have [9℄
E [Sn(ℓ)] =
ℓ
2πn2
.
2.2 Brownian windings 7
In a similar way, the total algebrai area enlosed by the Brownian urve is dened
as
A(ℓ) =
∑
n∈Z
nSn(ℓ),
and its distribution is given by Lévy's law [4℄
lim
ℓ→∞
P (A(ℓ) = 2sℓ) =
π
2 cosh2(πs)
.
The variable Sn(ℓ) is indeed enough for a omplete haraterization of the phases
of the system.
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Fig. 2.6: The limit arithmeti area of the rst winding setor when η varies,
resaled by N (a) and by N2 (b). The dashed line in (b) is omputed
from part 4.3 giving the ritial value ηc = 2π separating the folded
phases from strethed one. Saling with N of time-onstants for
the transient regime () for η = 10; the t gives a value 2.01 for the
exponent.
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2.3 Slow dynamis
The study of winding setors and of assoiated variables is espeially well adapted
to desribe the evolution of the system, sine the presene of urls has a diret
impat on the Sn distribution. A small but nite value of η . 1 will show itself
by the existene of a shift in the distribution of Sn together with an unbalaning
between positive and negative winding setors. When 1 . η . 6, the distribu-
tion of Sn ondenses into either S1 or S−1. However, the behavior of S1 or S−1
with regard to saling fator does not hange, and these variables still sale like
N . The system reahes its stationary state after a transient regime haraterized
by a single time onstant (Figure 2.5a). For 6 . η . 50 the system get strethed,
an unfolding transition ours. S1 or S−1 sale now like N2, and the fat that the
walk is taut get reeted in the distribution of the motifs M1,M2,M3,M4. When
η & 50 we obtained a glassy phase. This is related to the apparition of a hierar-
hy distribution of meta-stable ongurations. The system evolves slowly to the
rate of bubbles evaporations, small bubbles ollapses and produe bubbles of bigger
size. As a onsequene, the transitory regime is ompletely dierent. For small size
systems (see Figure 2.5b), it is observed that the total algebrai area inreases by
suessive steps. These steps orrespond to intermediate metastable states, on-
sisting of bubbles of inreasing size. The assoiated time onstants behave roughly
exponentially with the size of these bubbles. When N → ∞ (see Figure 2.5),
a ontinuous spetrum of time onstants is obtained and the onvolution of these
dynamial eet orresponding to dierent sale end up in a slow dynamial grows.
The total algebrai area inreases logarithmially with time. We observe also (see
Figure 2.5d) that the distribution of Sn seems to have a limit haraterized by the
absene of negative (or positive) setors, i.e. stritly zero for negative (or posi-
tive) index n, together with a saling exponent around 1. Indeed this sequene of
distributions seems to behave like n−1, instead of n−2 for η = 0. Also the glassy
transition is learly of rst order, with oexistene of a liquid phase (part of the
walk whih remains folded and disordered) and a solid glassy phase. The param-
eters orresponding to temperature and magnetization an be dened by analogy
with standard spin glasses. They an be tuned independently, as we shall see later
on, by letting vary η (whih is roughly equivalent to the external magneti eld)
and γ (pertaining in some sense to the temperature).
3 Sequene oding and generators: two formal approahes
3.1 A group deomposition
The dynamis of the system is Markovian. Its desription involves a onguration
spae {α}, a probability measure Pα and the generator Gαβ of the evolution op-
erator. Sine the elementary transformations are loal, and assoiated with eah
point of the random hain, G may be expressed as a sum of operators
Gαβ =
N∑
i=1
gαβ(i),
3.1 A group deomposition 9
(a) (b)
() (d)
Fig. 2.7: First order glassy transition, with oexistene of a solid phase (on
the edges) and a liquid phase (at the enter). The sale is divided by
a fator of 2 in () and of 4 in (d). The blue gradient indiates that
all windings are negatives. A omplete sequene of blue orresponds
to an inrease of 12 winding numbers.
Here it is to be understood that eah g(i) operates on a real spae, endowed with
the base {ωα1(1) ⊗ ωα2(2)... ⊗ ωαN (N)} dened tensorially with respet to sites
i, where eah αi stands for possible ongurations at position i. Therefore, the
sequene {α1, ..., αN} will generially denote a given onguration of the system.
Then g has the following representation in the base of loal operators
g(i) = λ+σ+(i)(1− σ−(i)) + λ−σ−(i)(1 − σ+(i))
+ γ+(R(i)−R4(i)) + γ−(R3 −R4(i)),
10 3 Sequene oding and generators: two formal approahes
where σ+(i), σ−(i), R(i), R3(i) are the elementary operators orresponding to the
transformations given in the introdution. They enjoy the following properties:
σ±(i)2 = 0,
σ±(i)σ∓(i)σ±(i) = σ±(i),
σ±(i)R(i) = R(i)σ±(i) = 0,
R5(i) = R(i).
The fat that the transformations are loal is illustrated by the ommutation prop-
erty
h(i)h(i+ 2) = h(i+ 2)h(i).
Many representations an be dened to enode system ongurations. For example,
we ould take the sequene
Ω0 = {z1 = x+ iy, z2, ..., zN}, (zi ∈ Z+ iZ)
formed by the axes of the suessive points in the plane, with the onstraint that
eah point is separated from its neighbors by a single link. Another possible hoie
is
Ω1 = {v1 = z2 − z1, v2 = z3 − z2, ..., vN−1 = zN − zN−1}, (vi ∈ {1, i,−1,−i}),
the set of suessive links, whih orresponds to the tangent map to Ω0. In this ase,
the enter of gravity, i.e. the average over all point positions z∗ = (z1+ ..+ zN)/N ,
denes equivalent lasses. Then taking the tangent map to Ω1 yields the sequene
Ω2 = {u1 = v2 − v1, u2, ..., uN−2 = vN−1 − vN−2},
whih represents the patterns dened in introdution. In that ase, the drift
v∗ = (v1 + · · · vN−1)/N
depits the separation between extremities, and may serve to dene dierent equiv-
alent lasses. We will see later that, depending on the boundary onditions , z∗
and v∗ an be deoupled from the dynamis. In partiular, this is true for periodi
boundary onditions. Indeed Ω2 should be the natural representation to express
the dynamis of the system, sine elementary transformations are performed on
the patterns dened at eah point of the hain. However, although any possible
transition at a given point depends solely on the pattern of the point (for example
a λ+-transition at point i an take plae only if the walk performs a left bend at
that point), the result of this transformation involves three suessive patterns (for
the event λ+, the pattern at i beomes a right bend, and both adjaent patterns at
i−1 and i+1 are modied). On the other hand, in the Ω1 representation, although
eah transition is onditioned by a pair of links, the result does modify only this
pair.
We hoose now Ω1 to express G properly. As a site i of the hain has four pos-
sible ongurations, depending on the orientation of the link vi, let us introdue
{ω0(i), ω1(i), ω2(i), ω3(i)} the orresponding base in a four-dimensional spae, and
onsider φα,β(i), α, β ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, the set of operators dened on this spae by
φα,βωµ = δβµωα.
3.2 Chaos game representation 11
In partiular φα,α(i) is the projetion onto the state ωα at site i, the remainder
of the sequene being left unmodied. With this notation, the generator takes the
form
g(i) = λ+
[
φα+1,α(i)φα,α+1(i+ 1)− φα,α(i)φα+1,α+1(i + 1)]
+ λ−
[
φα,α+1(i)φα+1,α(i+ 1)− φα+1,α+1(i)φα,α(i + 1)]
+ γ+
[
φα+1,α(i)φα−1,α(i + 1)− φα,α(i)φα+2,α+2(i + 1)]
+ γ−
[
φα,α+1(i)φα,α−1(i+ 1)− φα,α(i)φα+2,α+2(i + 1)] , (3.1)
and ommutation rules write
[φα,β(i), φµ,ν(j)] = δij
(
δβµφ
α,ν(i)− δαν φµβ(i)
)
.
The form (3.1) ould be used to onstrut a transfer matrix representation [13℄.
For the moment, one an simply remark that the Lie algebra L generated by the
φµν is a Z2-graded Lie algebra [20℄, so that it an be deomposed onto two Lie
sub-algebras denoted by L0 and L1, with the ommutation relations

[L0,L0] ⊂ L0,
[L0,L1] ⊂ L1,
[L1,L1] ⊂ L0.
This leads to introdue the following linear ombinations
κp,q =
∑
α∈{0,1,2,3}
e
ipipα
2 φα+q,α, (3.2)
for p, q ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, with the ommutation rules
[κp,q, κp
′,q′ ] =
(
e
ipipq′
2 − e ipip
′q
2
)
κp+p
′,q+q′ ,
where the sums p+p′ and q+ q′ are taken modulo 4. One easily veries that, when
q varies, κ0,q and κ2,q generate L0, while κ1,q and κ3,q generate L1. In addition,
from the very denition (3.2), the quantities

Q0 =
∑
j κ
0,0(j),
Q1 =
∑
j κ
1,0(j),
Q3 =
∑
j κ
3,0(j),
do ommute with the generator. Later, by means of a more intuitive representation,
we will be able to interpret the above formalism in terms of onservation of partiles.
3.2 Chaos game representation
A way ommonly used in DNA modeling ([15, 14℄ and referenes therein) in order
to visualize dynamis in the onguration spae onsists in enoding the random
12 3 Sequene oding and generators: two formal approahes
walk as an array of integers αi ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, i ∈ N, and to assoiate with eah
sequene a omplex number z, where
z =
N−1∑
p=0
1
2p
exp(iπαp/2).
Graphially, this leads to the suessive inlusion of disjoint square setors repre-
senting the ltration dened by the random walk (see gure 3.8). To eah random
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Fig. 3.8: Chaos Game representation of the rst two links of the hain (left)
and hange of sale (right) representing the next link. Arrows indi-
ate the transitions γ (enter) and λ (on the edges).
walk of length N orresponds a square of area 4−N entered at the related point z.
There are exatly 4N elementary squares and it beomes possible to dene a disrete
probability measure π(z, t), onstant on eah suh square, and whose evolution at
time t is given by the forward Kolmogorov's equations
∂π
∂t
(z, t) =
∫
dyπ(y, t)g(y, z).
where g(z, z′) denotes the kernel of the innitesimal generator in the above rep-
resentation. Let g0 be the part of the operator whih operates at the upper level
of the representation, that is on the rst two links (see Figure 3.8), and let D the
dilation operator mapping z onto 2z. Then g writes
g = g0 +Dg0D
−1 +D2g0D−2 + . . .
Moreover, as N →∞, g must satisfy the onsisteny relation
g = g0 +DgD
−1,
whih an be split into two parts
g
def
= g1 + g2,
where 

g1 = g0 +D
2g1D
−2,
g2 = Dg0D
−1 +D2g2D−2.
13
It appears that g1, g2 an be easily diagonalized, sine g0 is diagonalizable and
ommutes with D2g0D
−2
and all higher order terms. Hene g1, g2 an be endowed
with a simple tensorial struture whih, in matrix form, reads
00 01 02 03 11 12 13 10 22 23 20 21 33 30 31 32
00
02
01
03
11
12
13
10
22
23
20
21
33
30
31
32
[−γ]
[−γ]
[−λ−]
[0]
[0]
[−λ+]
[−γ]
[−λ−]
[λ+]
[λ+]
[λ+]
[γ+]
[γ+]
[γ+]
[γ−]
[λ−]
[γ−]
[γ−]
[0]
[λ−]
[0]
[−λ+]
[−λ−]
[λ−]
[λ+]
P0 =
[γ+]
[−λ+]
[−λ−]
[−λ+]
[γ−]
[λ−]
[−γ]
The self similarity is revealed by the fat that eah 4 × 4 blok element beomes
16× 16 when one takes an additional link, in suh a way that P0 is added to itself
in these bloks. The problem is intriate sine g1 and g2 do not ommute. When
γ+ = γ−, P0 an be diagonalized and its eigenvalues are 0 (9 times degenerated),
−(λ++λ−) (4 times degenerated), −γ (twie degenerated) and−2γ (simple). These
simple tensorial struture simply reets the sale invariane in the haos game
representation or the translation invariane in the initial representation. When
N → ∞, it should be possible to exploit this symmetry to build an iterative map,
aiming at generating the invariant measure or the self-organized ritial one in the
glassy phase. Before doing this, we will propose another formulation of the problem
in terms of partile hops with exlusion.
4 Coupled exlusion models and thermodynami limit
4.1 The mapping
In the last setion, we used a representation helping to visualize the ongura-
tion spae. There transitions between ongurations were expressed as exhanges
between square domains. We may go a bit farther on, using the fat that muta-
tions are always either vertial or horizontal, and with opposite diretions between
both modied links (see Figure 4.9). This suggests indeed to reode eah link j,
j = 1, . . . , N by means of two binary omponents saj ∈ {0, 1} and sbj ∈ {0, 1} thus
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establishing a bijetion αj → (saj , sbj) suh that

0→ (0, 0),
1→ (1, 0),
2→ (1, 1),
3→ (0, 1).
In this sheme a transition on a link does touh only either of its omponents.
Indeed the innitesimal generator is the sum of two terms: the rst one ats on
the sequene {sai }, with rates onditioned by the sequene {sbi} and vie-versa. We
have thus a Markov proess with state spae
(Sa, Sb) =
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)
,
a 2N -dimensional boolean vetor. Then, for an arbitrary funtion f : (Sa, Sb)→ C,
the generator deomposes into
G =
N∑
i=1
ha(i) + hb(i), (4.1)
where
ha(i)f(S
a, Sb)
def
= λ+a (i)s
a
i s¯
a
i+1
[
f
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (0, s
b
i ), (1, s
b
i+1), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)− f(Sa, Sb)]
+ λ−a (i)s¯
a
i s
a
i+1
[
f
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (1, s
b
i), (0, s
b
i+1), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)− f(Sa, Sb)],
hb(i)f(S
a, Sb)
def
= λ+b (i)s
b
i s¯
b
i+1
[
f
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (s
a
i , 0), (s
a
i+1, 1), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)− f(Sa, Sb)]
+ λ−a (i)s¯
b
is
b
i+1
[
f
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (s
a
i , 1), (s
a
i+1, 0), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)− f(Sa, Sb)],
using the boolean notation s¯ = 1− s. In order to express these generators in terms
of loal operators, let us dene the following pairs of operators (aj ,a
†
j) and (bj ,b
†
j):
they leave unhanged the sample path, but the rst [resp. the seond℄ omponent
of link j, and they are given by
ajf(S
a, Sb)
def
= saj f
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (0, s
b
j), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N)
)
,
bjf(S
a, Sb)
def
= sbjf
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (s
a
j , 0), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N)
)
,
a†jf(S
a, Sb)
def
= s¯aj f
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (s
a
j , 1), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)
,
b†jf(S
a, Sb)
def
= s¯bjf
(
(sa1 , s
b
1), ..., (1, s
b
j), ..., (s
a
N , s
b
N )
)
. (4.2)
In terms of these operators, we also have (for (a) speies)
ha(i) = λ
−
a (i)(1− aia†i+1)a†iai+1 + λ+a (i)(1− ai+1a†i )a†i+1ai.
Transition rates an be omputed by inspeting the dierent ases, whih yields
the following expressions.

λ±a (i) = s¯
b
i s¯
b
i+1λ
∓ + sbis
b
i+1λ
± + s¯bis
b
i+1γ
∓ + sbi s¯
b
i+1γ
±,
λ±b (i) = s¯
a
i s¯
a
i+1λ
± + sai s
a
i+1λ
∓ + s¯ai s
a
i+1γ
± + sai s¯
a
i+1γ
∓.
(4.3)
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Fig. 4.9: Horizontal and vertial exhanges orresponding to transitions
when link i has the value 0, aording to the oding of setion
3.2. Rules for other transitions follow by rotational symmetry.
The generator (4.1) represents two oupled systems of partiles moving on a one-
dimensional lattie with exlusion (i.e. there is at most one partile of eah speies
per site [19℄).
These partiles perform random elementary jumps to the left or to the right. Ob-
viously, both systems are interlaed: the jump rates λ±a (i) of speies (a) at site i
are onditioned by the states of partiles of speies b at site i, i+ 1, and onversely
aording to relations (4.3). Setting
λ
def
=
λ+ + λ−
2
and µ
def
=
λ+ − λ−
2
,
γ
def
=
γ+ + γ−
2
and δ
def
=
γ+ − γ−
2
, (4.4)
(with similar denitions for λa, λb) the sub-generator of speies (a) rewrites
ha(i) = λa(i)(a
†
i − a†i+1)(ai+1 − ai)
+µa(i)
[
a†i (ai+1 − ai) + (a†i − a†i+1)ai
]
+ Va(i),
where λa(i) and µa(i) denote respetively the diusion oeient and the drift
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Fig. 4.10: Correspondene between haos game representation of the random
walk (a) and one-dimensional models of partile diusion with ex-
lusion. In (b), the sequene {sa} [resp. {sb}℄ determines the
prole of the diusion [resp. the distribution of partiles℄, drawn
for γ± = λ±; in gure () the role of the partiles has been ex-
hanged.
(with the same notation as in (4.4)). After a routine algebra, we obtain
λa(i) = λ + (γ − λ)
(
sbi+1 − sbi
)2
,
µa(i) = µ(1− sbi − sbi+1) + δ(sbi+1 − sbi),
λb(i) = λ + (γ − λ)
(
sai+1 − sai
)2
,
µb(i) = µ(s
a
i + s
a
i+1 − 1) + δ(sai − sai+1). (4.5)
It is worth remarking λa and λb are stritly positive exept when γ equals zero, in
whih ase they might be zero at ertain points. The interation term takes the
form
Va(i) = 2λa(i)s
a
i s
a
i+1 + s
a
i (µa(i)− µa(i − 1)),
where µa(i) an be interpreted as a potential. A onvenient representation of the
system is to draw a one-dimensional prole from the sequene {sb} (positive or
negative slope depending on whether sb equals 0 or 1), to sketh the probabilisti
inlination to turn left or right, as shown in Figures 4.10b, 4.10.
In the partiular ase γ± = λ±, we get

λ±a (i) =
1
2 (λ
+ + λ−)± (sbi − 12 )(λ+ − λ−),
λ±b (i) =
1
2 (λ
+ + λ−)∓ (sai − 12 )(λ+ − λ−),
(4.6)
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and the sub-generator of speies (a) takes the form
ha(i) = λa
†
i
(
ai+1 + ai−1 − 2ai
)
+ µ(2sbi − 1)
(
a†i − a†i+1
)(
ai + ai+1
)
+ Va(i),
where Va(i) is a diagonal term,
Va(i) = λs
a
i (s
a
i+1 + s
a
i−1).
In this partiular ase, λ represents expliitly the diusion onstant of an isolated
partile, with drift µ, the sign of whih is determined by sbi . Va(i) is reminisent of
the interation between partiles oming from the exlusion onstraint.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4.11: (a) Elementary transition due to the jump of a type (a) partile,
and the orresponding deformation of the prole dened by sa (b)
(γ± = λ±)
The distribution of partiles labeled (a), submitted to the diusion dened this
way, is given by the sequene {sa} (0 or 1 partile depending on the individual site
values of sa). A omplementary model is obtained by exhanging the roles of s
a
and
sb. In addition, elementary transitions of the system orrespond to jumps in the
left or right diretion of partiles (a) and (b). In the omplementary formulation,
these transitions are materialized through modiations of the prole determined
by sa or sb (see gure 4.11). Therefore, from this viewpoint, we an formulate
the dynami of subsystem (b) in terms of a KPZ model [17℄, in whih the noise is
produed by the distribution of partiles (a). With this formulation, the onserved
quantities (pointed out earlier) an be obtained in a straightforward manner, sine
they simply express onservation of partiles. If boundary onditions are suh that
partiles annot esape from the system, the population of both speies is onserved.
This is for example the ase when we impose periodi boundary onditions or also
when extremities of the hain are xed.
Suppose we x the total amount na and nb of partiles (a) and (b), this results then
on the random walk by the fat that n0+n3 = na and n0+n1 = nb are xed (ni is
the number of links i). Sine n0+n1+n2+n3 = N it then easy to onvine oneself
that this is equivalent to x n0−n2 and n1−n3, whih is enough to determine the
respetive positions of the initial and nal points of the walk.
In addition, exept when γ = 0, we get an easy way to determine the irreduible
lasses of the system. In fat, for losed systems with a xed number of parti-
les, one the population of eah speies is xed, just start from the onguration
(11..1100..00) for both speies where all partiles have been disposed to the left.
Then, owing to possible onseutive jumps to the right, whih for γ 6= 0 are al-
ways authorized, one an reah any arbitrary onguration. This shows that for
losed systems irreduible lasses are indexed by the number of partiles in eah
speies, whih orresponds to the separation between extremities of the walk. On
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Fig. 4.12: (a) Stable onguration for losed hains. (b) Corresponding rep-
resentation in terms of exlusion models. () Glassy state with
N = 5000. (d) Corresponding KPZ landsape with the density of
trapped partiles represented in white.
the other hand, for open sample paths with free boundary onditions, irreduibility
holds as long as partiles an both enter and leave the system. An interesting point
is the way stable ongurations, whih are numerially observed, are represented
by means of this exlusion proess formulation. In agreement with the intuition,
Figure 4.12 depits a stable situation where partiles are trapped in a well. As
this remains true with the omplementary representation (see the lower part of
Figure 4.12b), the following iterative sheme ould be used to generate the global
invariant measure: let partiles (a) evolve assuming the dynamis of partiles (b) is
frozen; then, one this onditional stationary regime is reahed, swith to partiles
(b) onditioned by partiles (a), et. Translated mathematially, we proposed the
following iterative sheme in order to apture the invariant measure
Xn+1 = lim
t→∞E
(
Sa(t) | Sb(t) = Y n, Sa(0) = Xn) ,
Y n+1 = lim
t→∞E
(
Sb(t) | Sa(t) = Xn, Sb(0) = Y n) .
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Numerially, the sequenes of random variables Xn and Y n seemingly onverge for
η < 50 to the stationary variables Sa(∞) and Sb(∞).
Up to an abuse of notation, we shall often identify the random proess with any of
its sample paths. For instane we shall simply write P (Sa | Sb) [resp. P (Sb | Sa)℄
the onditional invariant measure of partiles (a) [resp. (b)℄ when the dynamis of
partiles (b) is frozen. Then the iterative sheme an be reformulated as
Pn+1(S
a) =
∑
{Sb}
P (Sa | Sb)Qn(Sb)
Qn+1(S
b) =
∑
{Sa}
P (Sb | Sa)Pn(Sa)
where Pn [resp. Qn℄ represents the probability measure of the S
a
[resp. Sb℄ after
n steps. If this iteration onverges, the joint probability for the invariant measure
will be given by
P (Sa, Sb) = P (Sa | Sb)Q(Sb) = P (Sb | Sa)P (Sa)
in ase these two expressions oinide.
4.2 Conditional equilibrium
4.2.1 The ase of a strethed walk
Let us have a look to a speial ase whih an be solved exatly. It will provide
some hints about saling of the parameters when N →∞.
Consider a random walk with xed extremities, and onsisting only of links oriented
either to the north or to the east, i.e (αi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1 . . .N). Here folds do not
Fig. 4.13: Strethed random walk and asymmetri exlusion proess.
exist (see gure (4.13)), so that sb = 0 everywhere and solely transitions λ± take
plae. It turns out that the invariant measure has the produt-form
P (α1, . . . , αN ) = pα1pα2 ...pαN .
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Indeed, introduing the oupation rate of partiles (a) qi = p1(i) = 1 − p0(i), we
have the balane equations
λ+(1− qi)qi+1 = λ−qi(1− qi+1). (4.7)
Setting
ri
def
=
qi
1− qi ,
we obtain a geometri series
ri = r0
(
λ−
λ+
)i
= r0 exp
[
i log
1− η/N
1 + η/N
]
. (4.8)
In (4.8), the ratio
η
N
=
λ+ − λ−
λ+ + λ−
=
µ
λ
,
already introdued in (2.1) and (4.4), gives the typial sale nc ≃ Nη , above whih we
obtain straight aligned patterns. Here r0 is a normalizing onstant, whih permits
to x the expeted value D0 of the partile density
ν =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1 {αi=1} ,
that is
D0 = E(ν) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
qi =
1
N
N∑
i=1
ri
1 + ri
.
Letting N →∞, we analyze the limiting proess under the saling,
η
def
= lim
N→∞
Nµ
λ
, (4.9)
where η, up to some abuse in the notation, is now a parameter independent of N .
This is tantamount to assume that µ is impliitly a funtion of N .
Fixing x = i/N and taking the expansion with respet to η/N in (4.8), we get the
limit equation
r(x) = r0 exp(−2ηx), (4.10)
whih implies in turn
D0 =
∫ 1
0
dx
(
1− 1
1 + r0 exp(−2ηx)
)
=
1
2η
log
1 + r0
1 + r0 exp(−2η) .
Consequently,
r0 =
sinh(ηD0)
sinh η(1 −D0) e
η.
The integral of the partile density, taken as a funtion of x, is shown in Figure 4.13
and is given by
h(x) =
∫ x
0
du
(
1− 1
1 + r0 exp(−2ηu)
)
=
1
η
log
[
1 + r0
1 + r0 exp(−2ηx)
]
.
This asymmetri exlusion model an be solved under more general onditions, in
partiular with open boundaries, using matrix methods [21℄. The above simple
example onrms the observed fat that the orret saling parameter is indeed η,
and also somehow explains why the hain remains Brownian when η . 1.
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4.2.2 The general ase
One the sequene {sb} is given, partiles (a) form a unidimensional exlusion
proess in an inhomogeneous environment. Its transition rates to the right or to
the left at position i have been given in (4.3).
Our basi laim is that the reasoning of setion 4.2.1 still holds for a losed system
where the number of partiles is kept onstant. Exatly this means that, as long
as there is no urrent in the system, onditional detailed balane equations of type
(4.7) are still valid at steady state, just replaing λ± by λ±a (i).
We present no proof of this fat (whih ould likely be obtained by oupling argu-
ments), and write brutally the equilibrium equations
λ+a (i)(1 − qai )qai+1 = λ−a (i)qai (1− qai+1), i = 1 . . .N,
where sites N + 1 and 1 are identied for periodi boundary onditions, and qai
[resp. qbi ℄ is the random variable equal to the onditional probability of having one
partile of type (a) [resp. (b)℄ in position i given the sequene {sb} [resp. {sa}℄,
that is
qai = E[s
a
i | Sb], qbi = E[sbi | Sa]. (4.11)
Setting
rai
def
=
qai
1− qai
,
we obtain
log[rai+1]− log[rai ] = log
(
λ−a (i)
λ+a (i)
)
. (4.12)
By using (4.3), an easy algebra based on the boolean harater of the sbi yields
log
λ−a (i)
λ+a (i)
= (1 − 2sbi) log
λ− µ
λ+ µ
+ (sbi+1 − sbi ) log
(γ − δ)(λ + µ)
(γ + δ)(λ − µ) , (4.13)
with a similar equation for type b partiles. In addition we observe that the on-
straints
raN+1 = r
a
1 , r
b
N+1 = r
b
1,
for periodi boundary onditions, will be automatially fullled as long as the sys-
tem of partiles (b) is globally neutral (i.e. partiles and holes have the same
ardinality), in whih ase
N∑
i=1
(1− 2sbi) = 0.
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We will now ombine the stationary produt forms obtained for eah partile
speies, aording to the iterative sheme proposed at the end of setion 4.1.
Throughout this setion, the dependene on N of the random variables qak , q
b
k, given
by (4.11), is kept impliit for the sake of shortness in the notation.
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Introdue {wai , i ≥ 0} and {wbi , i ≥ 0}, two families of independent and identially
distributed Bernoulli random variables with parameter 1/2 and values {1,−1}.
Without further omment, we assume that (Sa, Sb), {wai , i ≥ 0}, {wbi , i ≥ 0} are
dened on the same probability spae.
Lemma 4.1. Let αk, k ≥ 1, denote a sequene of omplex numbers satisfying the
ondition supk |αk| <∞.
There exists a probability spae suh that

1
N
N∑
k=1
αks
a
k =
1
N
N∑
k=1
αk(q
a
k + σ
a
kw
a
k) +O(N
−2) a.s.,
1
N
N∑
k=1
αks
b
k =
1
N
N∑
k=1
αk(q
b
k + σ
b
kw
b
k) +O(N
−2) a.s.,
(4.14)
where
σak =
√
qak(1− qak), σbk =
√
qbk(1 − qbk), ∀k ≥ 1. (4.15)
Proof. The starting point is the straightforward deomposition of the probability
measure P (Sa, Sb) as
P (Sa, Sb) = P (Sa | Sb)P (Sb) = P (Sb | Sa)P (Sa).
Considering the invariant measure of the proess (Sa(t), Sb(t)), we laim the ondi-
tional probabilities P (Sa |Sb) and P (Sb | Sa) oinide with the equilibrium proba-
bilities obtained in the last setion for eah partile speies. In the present situation,
this is tantamount to writing the equation
P (Sa | Sb) =
N∏
i=1
(
sai q
a
i + s¯
a
i (1− qai )
)
,
where the qai 's depend impliitly of S
b
. To analyze more preisely the oupling
between the two families, we introdue the Laplae transforms
ϕak(α)
def
= E
[
exp
{
1
N
N∑
k=1
αks
a
k
}]
= E
[ N∏
k=1
[
1 + qak(e
αk
N − 1)]].
Then
ϕak(α) = E
[
exp
{
1
N
N∑
k=1
αkq
a
k +
1
2N2
N∑
k=1
α2kq
a
k(1 − qak) +O(
1
N2
)
}]
.
On the other hand, starting from the equality
E
[
exp
{
1
N
n∑
k=1
αk(q
a
i + σ
a
i w
a
i )
}]
= E
[
exp
{
1
N
N∑
k=1
αkq
a
k +
N∑
k=1
log cosh
σakαk
N
}]
,
with regard to the (a) speies, we observe that the value of σak given in (4.15) gives
the mathing
E
[
exp
{
1
N
N∑
k=1
αks
a
k
}]
=
[
E exp
{
1
N
N∑
k=1
αk(q
a
k + σ
a
kw
a
k) +O(
1
N2
)
}]
. (4.16)
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Sine all random variables at stake are uniformly bounded, equation (4.16) yields
at one (4.14), but only in distribution. To onlude the proof of the lemma, we
make use of transfer and oupling theorems due to Skorohod and Dudley (see [16℄,
theorem 4.30 and orollaries 6.11, 6.12), whih allow to swith from equalities in
distribution to almost sure properties, sine on the original probability spae the
right member of system (4.14) is a measurable mapping of the left one.
4.3.1 Fundamental saling, thermodynami limit and utuations
For any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we put ad libitum x = i/N, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.
Proposition 4.2. Under the fundamental saling

µ
λ
=
η
N
+ o
( 1
N
)
,
δ
γ
= O
( 1
N
)
,
the weak limits
ρa(x) = lim
N→∞
qaxN and ρ
b(x) = lim
N→∞
qbxN (4.17)
exist and satisfy the autonomous system of deterministi nonlinear dierential equa-
tions 

∂ρa(x)
∂x
= 4ηρa(x)(1 − ρa(x))
(
ρb(x) − 1
2
)
,
∂ρb(x)
∂x
= −4ηρb(x)(1 − ρb(x))
(
ρa(x) − 1
2
)
.
(4.18)
In addition, the assumed losure of the original random walk imposes the relations

∫ 1
0
ρa(x)dx =
∫ 1
0
ρb(x)dx = 12 ,
ρa(x+ 1) = ρa(x),
ρb(x+ 1) = ρb(x).
(4.19)
Proof. Taking the expansion with respet to N in equations (4.12) and (4.13), and
using lemma 4.1, we get after some algebra


log
rak
ra1
=
2η
N
k−1∑
j=1
(2qbj + 2σ
b
jw
b
j − 1) +O
( 1
N
)
a.s.,
log
rbk
rb1
= −2η
N
k−1∑
j=1
(2qaj + 2σ
a
jw
a
j − 1) +O
( 1
N
)
a.s.
(4.20)
Sine N is a parameter and x rather stands for a variable, it is be onvenient to
introdue the following funtions of x
qaN (x)
def
= qa[xN ], r
a
N (x)
def
=
qaN (x)
1− qaN (x)
, σaN (x)
def
=
√
qaN (x)(1 − qaN (x)),
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and similarly for the (b) speies.
To omit some tedious tehnialities, we will only sketh the remaining lines of the
proof.
First, it is not diult to see that by restriting the expansion in (4.16) up to terms
of order N−1, and using the denition of rak , r
b
k, we ome to the simplied system

qak =
ra1 exp
[
2η
N
k−1∑
j=1
(2qbj − 1)
]
1 + ra1 exp
[
2η
N
k−1∑
j=1
(2qbj − 1)
] +O
( 1
N
)
a.s.,
qbk =
rb1 exp
[
− 2η
N
k−1∑
j=1
(2qaj − 1)
]
1 + rb1 exp
[
− 2η
N
k−1∑
j=1
(2qaj − 1)
] +O
( 1
N
)
a.s.
(4.21)
In a seond step, it an be shown from (4.21), as in a purely deterministi ontext,
that the quantities qaN (x), q
b
N (x), form Cauhy sequenes, hene onverging, for all
0 ≤ x ≤ 1. To see that the deterministi limits (4.17) exist and satisfy (4.18)
is straightforward by approximating disrete sums by Riemann's integrals. This
yields the dierential system

∂
∂x
[
log
ρa(x)
1− ρa(x)
]
= 2η(2ρb(x)− 1),
∂
∂x
[
log
ρb(x)
1− ρb(x)
]
= −2η(2ρa(x) − 1),
whih has similarities with the famous Lotka-Volterra equations, where x plays here
the role of the time. It is worth noting that (4.10) is immediately revisited, taking
merely ρb(x) ≡ 0 (i.e. the density of partiles (b) is kept onstant).
It is also tempting to get some insight into utuations around the above deter-
ministi limit. This will be ahieved by establishing the forthoming entral limit
theorem.
Proposition 4.3. Under the fundamental saling, the weak limits
ga(x) = lim
N→∞
√
N
qaN (x) − ρa(x)
σ2a(x)
, gb(x) = lim
N→∞
√
N
qbN (x) − ρb(x)
σ2b (x)
, (4.22)
exist and satisfy the system of stohasti dierential equations

dga(x) = 4η
[
σ2a(x)g
b(x)dx + σb(x)dW
b(x)
]
,
dgb(x) = −4η
[
σ2b (x)g
a(x)dx + σa(x)dW
a(x)
]
,
(4.23)
where
σa(x)
def
=
√
ρa(x)(1 − ρa(x)), σb(x) def=
√
ρb(x)(1 − ρb(x)).
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Proof. Letting
XaN(x)
def
=
1√
N
[xN ]∑
k=1
wak , X
b
N(x)
def
=
1√
N
[xN ]∑
k=1
wbk,
we onsider the two white noise proesses
W a(x)
def
= lim
N→∞
XaN(x), W
b(x)
def
= lim
N→∞
XbN (x).
We all on a strong approximation theorem, whih is a renement of the invari-
ane priniple (see [18℄: it shows how to onstrut W a(x) and W b(x) on the same
probability spae as XaN and X
b
N) in suh a way that
sup
0≤x≤1
|XN (x) −W (x)| = O
( logN√
N
)
.
Arguing as in the derivation of proposition 4.2, we an write


log
raN (x)
raN (0)
= 2η
∫ x
0
du(2qbN (x)− 1) +
4η√
N
∫ x
0
σbN (u)dW
b(u) +O
( logN
N
)
,
log
rbN (x)
rbN (0)
= −2η
∫ x
0
du(2qaN(x) − 1)−
4η√
N
∫ x
0
σaN (u)dW
a(u) +O
( logN
N
)
,
(4.24)
where the stohasti integrals are taken in the It sense (see [22℄). Dening gaN(x)
and gbN (x) by the equations
qaN (x) = ρ
a(x) + σ2a(x)g
a
N (x),
qbN (x) = ρ
b(x) + σ2b (x)g
b
N (x),
then putting these expressions into (4.24) and dierentiating (4.24) (details are
omitted), we are lead to (4.24. The proof of proposition 4.3 is ompleted.
Remark Let us omment on the saling of δ. Contrary to the saling of µ, whih
is naturally ditated by homogeneity (the sums in (4.20) remain meaningful after
dividing by N , when N → ∞), it is a purely dynamial onsideration whih di-
tates the saling of δ. Indeed, µ and δ are assoiated to time onstants τµ and
τδ. The quantity τµ represents the typial unit of time for a free partile (a) or
(b) to drift along the system over a nite distane, whereas τδ is a time-sale for
rotations of vertial or horizontal fold M2 of the hain, remembering that δ stands
for the detuning between γ+ and γ− dened in setion 1. Therefore either these
time-sale are oherent and δ is resaled, otherwise rotational motions of M2 our
at a shorter time sale and a dierent analysis has to be onduted, sine motifsM2
(whih orrelate hole-partile pairs of speies (a) and (b)) reah their equilibrium
distribution before partiles have enough time to move along the system. Numer-
ially we ould not pereive any spei eet related to δ, so that we restrited
ourselves to the above fundamental saling.
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4.3.2 Seond order phase transition
Here we fous on on the deterministi (4.18) part of the equations. Using the
notation
νa(x)
def
= 2ρa(x) − 1, νb(x) def= 2ρb(x)− 1,
apart from the trivial solution νa(x) = νb(x) = 0, we obtain from (4.18)
νa(x)
1− ν2a(x)
∂νa(x)
∂x
= − νb(x)
1− ν2b (x)
∂νb(x)
∂x
,
or, after integration,
1− ν2a(x) =
C
1− ν2b (x)
, 0 < C < 1,
sine |νa| < 1 and |νb| < 1. Plugging the last relation into (4.18) leads to(
∂νa(x)
∂x
)2
= η2[1− ν2a(x)][1 − C − ν2a(x)], (4.25)
the solution of whih is the standard Jaobi ellipti funtion
νa(x) =
1√
1− C sn(ηx,
√
1− C).
Finding the onstant C is equivalent to ompute the fundamental period of these
funtions. Hene, denoting by X(C) the period of νa(x), we have solve
X(C) = 1. (4.26)
From (4.25) we see that νa(x) is bounded by −
√
1− C and √1− C. Taking into
aount the onstraint (
∫ 1
0
νa(x)dx = 0), X(C) is exatly given by
X(C) =
1
η
F (
π
2
,
√
1− C) = 4
η
∫ 1
0
dν√
[1− ν2][1 − (1− C)ν2] ,
where F is the standard ellipti integral of rst kind.
X(C) is a dereasing funtion of C on ]0, 1], reahing its minimum for C = 1, so
that
X(C) ≥ X(1) = 2π
η
.
Thus appears is a ritial value for η, namely
ηc = 2π.
When ηc < 2π, (4.26) annot be fullled and we are left with the trivial solution.
When ηc ≥ 2π, it is straightforward to ompute the arithmeti area S1(η) of the
rst winding setor, sine it is indeed the only non-vanishing setor. Setting

hx(u) =
1
2
∫ u
0
dv[νa(v) + νb(v)]dv,
hy(u) =
1
2
∫ u
0
dv[νa(v) − νb(v)]dv,
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S1(η) is simply the area enlosed by the urve (hx(u), hy(u)) u ∈ [0, 1], whih is
given by
S1(η) =
1
2
∫ 1
0
du
[
hx
∂hy
∂u
− hy ∂hx
∂u
]
,
or, after some algebra,
S1(η) =
1
2η2
∫ √1−C
0
ν√
(1− ν2)(1− C − ν2) log
[1 + ν
1− ν
]
dν,
keeping in mind that C is also a funtion of η. The orresponding urve displayed
in gure 2.6.b mathes pretty niely all numerial observations, in partiular with
regard to the ritial value ηc.
4.3.3 More about utuations for η < ηc
When η is under the threshold ηc, the deterministi part beomes trivial, and we
are left with utuations. This orresponds basially to the observations shown in
Figures 2.3.a and 2.3.b. Inserting
ρa(x) = ρb(x) =
1
2
,
in (4.23), and setting
g(x) = ga(x) + igb(x), W (x) = W a(x) + iW b(x), (4.27)
we get solutions of the form
g(x) = −2iη
∫ x
0
eiη(u−x)dW (u),
whih orresponds to
qa(x) =
1
2
+
η√
N
[∫ x
0
(
sin(η(u − x))dW a(u) + cos(η(u − x))dW b(u)) + dW a(x)]+ o( 1√
N
)
,
qb(x) =
1
2
+
η√
N
[∫ x
0
(
cos(η(u − x))dW a(u)− sin(η(u − x))dW b(u)) + dW b(x)]+ o( 1√
N
)
.
Hene we have derived an equivalent proess, whih up to order o( 1√
N
), desribes
the urves numerially observed. Letting

haN(x)
def
=
1
N
[xN ]∑
j=1
(2saj − 1),
hbN(x)
def
=
1
N
[xN ]∑
j=1
(2sbj − 1),
the so-alled equivalene says preisely
dhaN (x) = h
a
N
(
x+
1
N
)− haN(x) = 2qaN (x) + 2√
N
σaN (x)dW
a(x)− 1 + o
( 1√
N
)
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and the same holds for dhbN (x). Introduing the omplex funtion
hN (x) = h
a
N (x) + ih
b
N (x),
we have
dhN (x) = − 2iη√
N
[∫ x
0
eiη(u−x)dW (u) + dW (x)
]
+ o
( 1√
N
)
,
whih, after integrating by parts, yields
hN(x) =
1√
N
[∫ x
0
2eiη(u−x)dW (u)−W (x)
]
+ o
( 1√
N
)
.
At this point it is possible to reonstrut the urves observed numerially, remem-
bering that the disrete displaements (dxi, dyi) in the plane are expressed in terms
of sai and s
b
i as {
dxi = 1− sai − sbi ,
dyi = s
a
i − sbi .
Aording to (4.27), we dene
h(x) = lim
N→∞
1√
N
[xN ]∑
k=0
(dxk + idyk) and Z(x) =
i− 1
2
W (x).
Then we have
h(x) =
∫ x
0
2 exp[iη(u− x)]dZ(u) − Z(x).
This above equation aounts for the windings of the Brownian urve observed in
gure 2.3.b. When η → 0, h(x) oinides with the standard Brownian motion Z.
4.4 Burgers equations in the uid limit
In this setion with give a formal derivation of dynamial equations desribing
the uid limit, whih inludes the steady state solutions obtained in 4.3, without
pretending to a rigourous presentation.
We start from the heuristi assumption that the onditional independene of the
sai [resp. s
b
i ℄, whih is realized at time t = 0 and at steady state, remains valid for
all xed time t, up to order O(N−1). Exat proofs of this fat ould be provided
by adapting (up to sharp tehnialities) some lines of argument proposed e.g. in
[19, 10℄), together with a mean eld type approah for the onvergene of the semi-
groups of the underlying Markov proesses indexed by N .
Considering the stohasti variable expressing the urrent of partiles (a) between
sites i and i+ 1 at time t
ϕai (t) = λ
+
a (i, t)s
a
i (t)s¯
a
i+1(t)− λ−a (i, t)sai+1(t)s¯ai (t),
ϕbi (t) = λ
+
b (i, t)s
b
i(t)s¯
b
i+1(t)− λ−b (i, t)sbi+1(t)s¯bi(t),
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we dene the onditional expetation
Jai (t) = E[ϕ
a
i (t) | Sb], Jbi (t) = E[ϕbi (t) | Sa].
On aount of the partile onservation priniple, we have loally
∂
∂t
E[sai (t)] + E
[
ϕai (t)− ϕai−1(t)
]
= 0. (4.28)
Then introduing the time dependent expetations qak(t) as funtions of the sample
path Sb
qak(t) = E[s
a
k(t) | Sb], qbk(t) = E[sbk(t) | Sa], (4.29)
we an write by (4.28)
1
N
N∑
k=1
αk
(
qak(t)− qak(0) +
∫ t
0
dτ
(
Jak (t)− Jak−1(t)
))
= 0, (4.30)
with again the ondition supk |αk| < ∞. Expressing the almost onditional inde-
pendene of the sak's, we have
1
N
N∑
k=1
αkEt
[
λ+a (k, t)q
a
k(t)(1 − qak+1(t))− λ−a (k, t)qak+1(t)(1− qak(t))
]
=
1
N
N∑
k=1
αkJ
a
k (t) + o
( 1
N
)
.
To be onsistent with the proedure developed for the stationary regime ase, we
substitute to the Sb the so-alled equivalent set {qbk + σbkwbk} into the expressions
of the rates given by
logλ±a (i) = logλ+ 2(s
b
i + s
b
i+1 − 2sbisbi+1) log
γ
λ
± η
N
(1− sbi − sbi+1)±
δ
γ
(sbi − sbi+1) + o
( 1
N
)
,
aording to the fundamental saling. This insures that λ+a and λ
−
a remain perfetly
orrelated. As for the the uid limit, the proedure amounts simply to replae sbi by
qbi in λ
±
a (i), and to approximate all disrete sums in (4.30) by Riemann's integrals,
for arbitrary α(x). This yields the ontinuity equation
∂ρa(x, t)
∂t
= −∂J
a(x, t)
∂x
, (4.31)
where ρa(x, t) and J
a(x, t) are the deterministi ontinuous ounterparts of qak(t)
and Jak (t). The urrent is now given by
Ja(x, t) = D
[
2ηρa(1− ρa)(1 − 2ρb)− ∂ρ
a(x, t)
∂x
]
exp
(
2ρb(1− ρb) log γ
λ
)
, (4.32)
where we have introdued the diusion onstant
D
def
= lim
N→∞
λ
N2
,
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λ being impliitly taken as a funtion of N . This saling is onrmed numerially
(see gure 2.6.). Atually we observe that the parameter γ ontrols the dynamis
of the system through the denition of an eetive diusion onstant. For partiles
(a), we have
Da(x, t)
def
= D exp
[
2ρb(x, t)(1 − ρb(x, t)) log γ
λ
]
.
with the orresponding relation for partiles (b)). In the partiular ase γ → 0,
this onstant vanishes, exept at loi where the density of partiles (b) has no
utuations, that is σ2 = ρb(1 − ρb) = 0), in whih ase Da(x, t) = D, as to
be expeted from the analysis of the strethed walk. When γ = λ, we obtain a
dynamial system of deterministi equations
∂ρa(x, t)
∂t
= D
∂2ρa(x, t)
∂x2
− 2Dη ∂
∂x
[
ρa(1 − ρa)(1− 2ρb)](x, t),
∂ρb(x, t)
∂t
= D
∂2ρb(x, t)
∂x2
+ 2Dη
∂
∂x
[
ρb(1− ρb)(1 − 2ρa)](x, t).
These equations belong to Burgers' lass. When taking one of the two density
speies (say (a)) to be a onstant ρa = 0 or ρa = 1, the density of partiles (b)
is driven by an ordinary Burgers equation, desribing the evolution of a strethed
walk. For an arbitrary γ, the steady state solution of (4.31) is tantamount to let the
urrent vanish in (4.32), whih after integration gives system (4.18) independent of
γ, as to be expeted.
5 Conlusion
The model of the disrete event system presented in this report turned out very
friendly for simulation runs. Although the dimension be small (urves in the
Eulidean plane), several basi phase-transition phenomena have been observed,
among whih a glassy phase. As we stove to point out, there are many ways to
desribe this system, whih bring to light onnetions between various stohasti
and algebrai formalisms.
Nonetheless, in our opinion, the most eient way toward onrete mathematial
and physial properties appears to be on the trak of oupled exlusion proesses.
This mapping allows also to address the ontinuous limit onsidered in the last
setion, and this approah an be a method for oding numerial simulations. In
this manner, we have been able to observe that when we alternatively freeze one
of the subsystems, letting the other one reah its equilibrium, the whole proess
attains its stationary state, and moreover muh quiker.
With regard to the dynami, deeper investigations are needed in order to inlude
utuations diretly into the equations, and to larify the role of the parameter
δ. This would give a rm starting point to get an insight into slow dynamis and
into the non-linear exitations whih are swarming in the glassy phase (metastable
states). Open boundary onditions and presene of urrents would also be worth
investigating. Atually, it ould be most rewarding (and this not hopeless) to
generalize the model to higher dimensions and to nd related onrete appliations,
for example in biology (evolution of RNA and proteins).
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